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One of the main ingredients of a tilting theory, a generalization of Morita
equivalence between R-Mod and S-Mod that has evolved from the work of
 .S. Brenner and M. C. R. Butler Lecture Notes in Math., 832 1980, 103]170 and
 .D. Happel and C. M. Ringel Trans. Amer. Math. Soc., 274 1982, 399]443 , is a
pair of category equivalences T ~ E and F ~ S between the members of torsion
 .  .theories T, F in R-Mod and S , E in S-Mod. Recently, we began to investigate
this phenomenon as a further generalization of Morita equivalence, in particular
showing that such equivalences are induced by pairs of bimodules R. R. Colby and
.K. R. Fuller, Comm. Algebra, 23 1995, 4833]4849 . Here we are concerned with
conditions under which the torsion theories are hereditary. We begin with a
characterization of the bimodules, and we apply it to determine just when one or
both of the torsion theories are hereditary, to obtain examples, and to investigate
global dimensions and Grothendieck groups of R and S. We assume the notation
and conventions of F. W. Anderson and K. R. Fuller 1992, ``Rings and Categories
. of Modules,'' 2nd ed., Springer-Verlag, New York and B. Stenstrom 1970, ``RingsÈ
.of Quotients,'' Springer-Verlag, New YorkrHeidelbergrBerlin . In addition all
``subcategories'' are full subcategories of modules and all ``functors'' are additive
functors. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. THE BIMODULES
w xIn CF we showed that if, analogous to the situation in tilting theory,
 .  .T,F and S , E are torsion theories in R-Mod and S-Mod, respectively,
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that admit category equivalences
F : T ~ E : G and FX : F ~ S : GX ,
then there are bimodules
V and V XR S S R
that induce functors
H s Hom V , ] , T s V m ] , .  .R S
H X s V X m ] , T X s Hom V X , ] .  .R S
such that
 . X X1 H: R-Mod ª E , T : S-Mod ª T, H : R-Mod ª S , T : S-Mod
ª F;
 . < < X X < X X <2 F ( H , G ( T , F ( H , G ( T ;T E F S
 . X X3 T s Ker H , F s Ker H, S s Ker T , E s Ker T ; and
 .4 the torsion submodules of M g R-Mod and N g S-Mod are
t M s Tr V ( THM and t N s Tr V X ( H XT XN. .  .  .  .T M S N
When this is the case we say that the pairs of functors H, T and H X, T X, or
the bimodules V and V X induce a torsion theory counter equi¨ alenceR S S R
 .  .between R-Mod and S-Mod, or specifically, between T, F and S , E
with T s Ker H X, F s Ker H, S s Ker T , E s Ker T X.
w xAlso in CF we characterized these torsion theory counter equivalences
as those pairs of functors H, T and H X, T X for which
TH X s 0 s T XH and HT X s 0 s H XTR -Mod S -Mod
and the canonical natural transformations induce exact sequences
e hM M X X6 60 ª THM M T H M ª 0 and
u fN NX X 6 60 ª H T N N HTN ª 0
for all M in R-Mod and all N in S-Mod.
In this initial section we provide a characterization of pairs of bimodules
V and V X that induce torsion theory counter equivalences which high-R S S R
lights several key properties they possess.
Let P g R-Mod. A module M g R y Mod is P-generated if there is an
exact sequence P  X . ª M ª 0 for some set X and is P-presented if there
is an exact sequence P  X . ª P Y . ª M ª 0 for some sets X and Y.
 .   ..  .Gen P Pres P denotes the category of all P-generated P-presentedR R
 .  .  .  .modules. Clearly, Pres P : Gen P . Cogen P and Copres P areR R R R
defined dually.
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w xIn M Menini and Orsatti introduced a concept that embraced both the
w xcategory equivalences induced by quasi progenerators F and tilting mod-
w x w x w x .ules B , BB , or HR , for example . They proved that if C : R-Mod is a
subcategory closed under direct sums and epimorphic images, and D : S-
Mod is a subcategory closed under submodules with S g D, then any
category equivalence F: C ~ D: G can be induced by the hom and tensor
 .functors determined by a module V, such that S ( End V , C sR R
 .  .Gen V , and D s Cogen K , where K s FC for a cogenerator C.R S R
Such a module V has come to be known as a )-module in the terminol-R
w xogy of Colpi C .
THEOREM 1.1. Bimodules V and V X induce a torsion theory counterR S S R
equi¨ alence if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
 . X  .  .  X.1 V and V are finitely generated, Gen V s Pres V , Gen VR S R R S
 X.  .  X .  X.  .s Pres V , End V s SrTr V , and End V s RrTr V ;S R S S R
 . X X2 V m V s 0 and V m V s 0;S R
 . 1  . 1  X .  .3 Ext V, M s 0 and Ext V , N s 0 for all M g Gen V , NR S R
 X.g Gen V ;S
 . R  X . S  .4 Tor V , M s 0 and Tor V , N s 0 for all M g1 1
  ..   X ..Ker Hom V, ] , N g Ker Hom V , ] .R S
 . w xProof. « For any )-module U, U is finitely generated T and
 .  . w x  .  .Gen U s Pres U C2, Proposition 1 . Hence 1 and 2 are necessary
w xconditions by CF, Theorem 2.5, Corollary 2.4 .
 . w xThat 3 is necessary is part of C, Proposition 4.4 , since T is a torsion
 . class. To verify 4 , we first show with an argument essentially due to
.Colpi that T is exact on short exact sequences in E. So suppose N g Ei
and
f g6 6
0 ª N N N ª 01 s 3
is exact. Then we have an exact sequence
Tgh 6 60 ª X TN TN ª 02 3
with TN g T and X s Im Tf g T. Now we obtain a commutative diagrami
with exact rows
f g6 6 6 6
0 N N N 01 2 3
6 6 6
w wa 2 3
HTgHh6 6 6 60 HX HTN HTN 02 3
where a is an isomorphism induced by the isomorphisms w and w . Thus,2 3
since TH ( 1 , THh is a monomorphism, and it follows that Tf is too.T
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Having established that T is exact on short exact sequences in E , we let
 . w xI s r V , and recall that by CF, Lemma 3.2S
I s r V s t S ( V X m T X S .  .  .S S R
so that
V m I s 0.S
Then from the exact sequences
0 ª I ª S ª SrI ª 0
and
0 s Tor S V , S ª Tor S V , SrI ª V m I s 0 .  .1 1 S
we see that
Tor S V , SrI s 0. .1
Now let N g E : SrI-Mod and consider an exact sequence of modules in
E
f g X .6 60 ª N SrI N ª 01
  . .SrI s H V g E and the resulting exact sequence
VmfS  X . S  X .60 s Tor V , SrI ª Tor V , N ª V m N V m SrI . .1 1 S 1 S
 . S .in which, as we showed above, V m f is monic to see that Tor V, N s 0,1
R X .as promised. Thus, arguing similarly for Tor V , ] , we see that the1
conditions are necessary.
 . w x¥ We verify the conditions of CF, Theorem 2.5 . Our hypotheses
 X.  .  .  . Ximply that r V s Tr V and r V s Tr V . To see that V and VR R S S R S
w xare )-modules it suffices by C, Theorem 4.1 , using symmetry, to show
 .that for all M g R-Mod, e is monic, and h is epic. Let T s Gen VM M R
 .  .and F s Ker Hom V, ] . Then T, F is a torsion theory as, for example,R
w x  .in B, Lemma 1.2 . Now suppose that M g T. By 1 there is an exact
sequence
0 ª L ª V  I . ª M ª 0
 .  .with L g T. By 3 and 4 , TH preserves the exactness of this sequence
X  .  .since T H M s 0 by 2 using adjointness. Then the commutative dia-
gram
6 6  I . 6 6 .  .  .0 TH L TH V TH M 0
6 6 6
e e(L M
 I .6 6 6 60 L V M 0
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has exact rows and since e is an epimorphism, e is a monomorphism,L M
hence an isomorphism. Now, for arbitrary M, it follows easily from the
  ..  .isomorphism H Tr V ( H M that e is a monomorphism. To seeM M
 .that h is epic, first assume that M g F. Then Tr V s 0 and thisM M
  . .  .implies that Hom V, Tr V ? M s 0 too, but Tr V ? M g Gen V soR R R
 .  .Tr V ? M s 0. Hence if we let R s RrTr V , there is an exact se-R R
quence of R-modules
 I .0 ª L ª R ª M ª 0.
1  X .  .Since Tor V , M s 0 by 4 , the sequenceR
X X X I .0 ª V m L ª V m R ª V m M ª 0R R R
X I .   ..is exact, and its middle term is isomorphic to V using 1 . Thus we
 Xhave the following commutative diagram with exact rows plainly, V m LR
 X..g Gen V :S
 I .6 6 6 60 L R M 0
6 6 6
h hbL M
X X X X I .6 6 6 60 T H L R T H M 0
Since b is an isomorphism, h is an epimorphism. Finally, for arbitrary M,M
X  ..  . X . X  ..it is clear that H Tr V s 0 by 2 so H M ( H MrTr V . ItM M
 .then follows easily that h is epic since Tr V is the torsion submoduleM M
of M and hence h is an epimorphism. It remains to show thatMrTr V .M
Tr V s 0 implies Ann V X s 0 for all M g R-Mod .  .M M
 .  .and its symmetrical statement . So again assume Tr V s 0. Then, inM
the above notation, since we have now shown that h is an epimorphism,L
X .h is monic and hence Ann V s 0, as required.M M
2. HEREDITARY TORSION THEORIES
In this section we provide characterizations and examples of torsion
theory counter equivalences in which one or both torsion theories are
hereditary. If V is a tilting bimodule and the corresponding torsionR S
 .theory T, F in R-Mod is hereditary, then T s R-Mod and V defines aR S
Morita equivalence between R-Mod and S-Mod. Thus it is not surprising
that in the general situation the type of category equivalence induced by a
w x  .quasi progenerator as presented in F comes into play when T, F is
hereditary.
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 .We recall here that U is quasi-projective if Hom U, ] preservesR R R
exactness of short exact sequences with middle term U and that a quasiR
progenerator U is finitely generated quasi-projective module that is selfR
generating in the sense that it generates each of its submodules. According
w xto F the quasi progenerators are precisely the modules U that induce anR
 .  .equivalence between Gen U and End U -Mod.R R
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose V and V X induce a torsion theory counterR S S R
 X .equi¨ alence and let I s Tr V . The following are equi¨ alent:S S
 .  .1 T, F is a hereditary torsion theory;
 .2 V is a quasi progenerator;R
 .3 V is flat;Sr I
 .4 E s SrI-Mod.
 .  . w xProof. 1 « 3 This follows by F, Lemma 2.1 .
 .  .  .3 « 4 By 3 , T is exact on SrI-Mod. Since, by Theorem 1.1, H
preserves exactness of short exact sequences in T, H(T is exact on
SrI-Mod. Hence if
0 ª N ª N ª N ª 01 2 3
is exact with N , N g E applying H(T we see that, since f and f1 2 N N1 2
are isomorphisms, f is an isomorphism.N3
 .  .4 « 1 Since T preserves exactness of short exact sequences in E ,
 .4 implies that T is exact on E. Hence T ( H is left exact on R-Mod.
Hence since T is closed under epimorphic images and T ( H is naturally
equivalent to the identity on T, T is closed under submodules.
 .  . w xNow 1 m 2 follows from F, Theorem 2.6, Lemma 2.2 .
Recall that a class of modules F is a TTF class if it is the torsion class of
some torsion theory and also the torsion free class of some torsion theory
 w x. w x Xsee S, Chap. VI . Also note that in Example 3.1 of CF , V and V areR S
 .  .projective quasi progenerators and both torsion theories T, F and S , E
are hereditary. In this connection, as an immediate consequence of Theo-
rem 2.1 we have the following corollary.
COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose V and V X induce a torsion theory counterR S S R
equi¨ alence. The following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .1 T, F and S , E are hereditary torsion theories;
 . X2 V and V are quasi progenerators;R S
 .3 F and E are TTF classes;
 .4 T is closed under submodules and F is closed under epimorphic
images.
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In order to examine this situation further we employ the following
w xsequence of lemmas. In particular we shall see that Example 3.1 of CF is
a prototype.
 .LEMMA 2.3. If P is projecti¨ e and self generating and L s Tr P thenR R R
 .RrL is flat.R
 .Proof. If K is a left ideal of R, then since Gen P is closed underR
 .  .submodules, Tr P s L l K. But since P is projective, Tr PLl K R R Ll K R
 .  .s L L l K : LK. Hence L l K s LK. It follows that RrL is flatR
 w x.see AF, 19.18 .
 .  .LEMMA 2.4. If T , F is any torsion theory in R-Mod and T s Gen P0 0 0 R
for some projecti¨ e module P, then F is closed under epimorphic images.R 0
 .Proof. Since T s Gen P ,0 R
<F s M Hom X , M s 0 for all X g T 4 .0 R 0
<s M Hom P , M s 0 , 4 .R
 .so the lemma follows from the right exactness of Hom P, ] .R
LEMMA 2.5. Assume that V and V X induce a torsion theory counterR S S R
equi¨ alence and suppose that any of the following three conditions is satisfied:
 .1 TH is right exact.
 . X X2 T H is left exact.
 . X X3 TH is left exact and T H is right exact.
Then both TH and T XH X are exact.
Proof. Suppose 0 ª M ª M ª M ª 0 is exact in R-Mod. The fol-1 2 3
lowing commutative diagram has exact columns, exact middle row, a is
monic, and d is epic.
0 0 0
6 6 6
ba6 6 60 THM THM THM1 2 3
6 6 66 6 6 6
0 M M M 01 2 3
6 6 6
g dX X X X X X6 6 6T H M T H M T H M 01 2 3
6 6 6
0 0 0
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One checks that b is epic whenever ker d s Im g , and that g is monic
 w x.whenever ker b s Im a . This, together with the 9-lemma see R, p. 175 ,
proves the lemma.
Now we are able to characterize the case in which both torsion theories
are hereditary under rather minimal conditions. In particular, we found
 .  .conditions 3 and 4 to be somewhat surprisingly so.
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose V and V X induce a torsion theory counterR S S R
equi¨ alence. The following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .1 T, F and S , E are hereditary torsion theories;
 . X X2 TH and T H are exact;
 .3 V is projecti¨ e;R
 . X4 V is flat;R
 .5 V is a projecti¨ e quasi progenerator;R
 .  .  .  .Proof. 1 « 2 By Corollary 2.2, if 1 holds, S , E is hereditary and
E is closed under epimorphic images. Suppose
0 ª M ª M ª M ª 01 2 3
is exact in R-Mod. Then there is an exact sequence
0 ª X ª H XM ª H XM ª H XM ª 01 2 3
in S . Since T X is exact on short exact sequences in S and S is closed
under epimorphic images it follows that
T XH XM ª T XH XM ª T XH XM ª 01 2 3
X X  .is exact. Thus T H is right exact, and similarly, TH is left exact. So 2
follows from Lemma 2.5.
 .  .  . X X2 « 1 and 5 We first note that the exactness of TH and T H
 .implies that T, F is a hereditary torsion theory and that F is closed
under epimorphic images. Then, by Corollary 2.2, the same is true of
 .  .S , E , so 1 holds. Furthermore, V is a quasi progenerator by TheoremR
2.1. Suppose
0 ª M ª M ª M ª 01 2 3
is exact in R-Mod. Then there is an exact sequence
0 ª HM ª HM ª HM ª Y ª 01 2 3
in E. Since T is exact on short exact sequences in E and E is closed under
submodules it follows that
0 ª THM ª THM ª THM ª TY ª 01 2 3
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is also exact. But then, exactness of TH implies that TY s 0. Since Y g E ,
 .Y s 0. Thus H is exact and 5 holds.
 .  .5 « 3 This is obvious.
 .  .  .  .3 « 2 , 4 « 2 These follow from Lemma 2.5.
 .  .  .  .1 « 4 By symmetry and the equivalence of 1 and 5 , V andR
V X are projective quasi progenerators. Hence V X is flat by Theorem 2.1S R r L
 .  .and RrL is flat by Lemma 2.3 and 4 follows.R
w xEither of the torsion theory counter equivalences of CF, Example 3.4
provides an example of the case in which one, but not both, of the torsion
 .theories is hereditary. Indeed, there we see by inspection that S , E is
 .hereditary, but T, F is not.
 .  .We conclude this section with an example with both T, F and S , E
w xhereditary that extends CF, Example 3.1 considerably.
EXAMPLE 2.7. Suppose U is a projecti¨ e quasi progenerator with endo-R
 .morphism ring D. Let R s RrTr U and let X be an arbitrary R-D bimod-R
ule. Define
XR X Rw xS s , V s , V s .0 UR S S R0 D 0
Then V and V X define a torsion theory counter equi¨ alence.R S
Proof. We verify the conditions of Theorem 1.1.
 .  .Since U is a quasi progenerator, Gen U s Pres U so, clearly,R R R
X X .  .  .  .Gen V s Pres V . Also, Gen V s R-Mod s Pres V .R R S S
1 0 0 0 Xw x w x  .Let e s and f s . Then Tr V s SeS so the isomorphismsS S0 0 0 1
End V ( D ( SrTr V X .  .R S S
and
XEnd V ( R ( RrTr V .  .S R R
are clear, and, since fSe ( fS m Se s 0 and fS generates V , we haveS S
X X  .V m V s 0. Also, V m V ( R m U ( UrTr U U s UrU s 0. Condi-S R R R
 . Xtion 3 is clear since V and V are projective. Since V ( V mR S S Sr I Sr I
 .  . wSrI , where I s eS hence SrI ( fS , and V is flat by F, LemmaS Sr I
x  . X2.1 , it follows that V is flat. Since RrL ( V is flat by Lemma 2.3,S R R
 .condition 4 is satisfied.
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A similar process yields a torsion theory counter equivalence between
R-Mod and S-Mod whenever X and Y are bimodules,A B B A
A X B YR s and S s
0 B 0 A
and
0 A 0 BXV s and V s .
0 0 0 0
3. HOMOLOGICAL DIMENSION AND THE
GROTHENDIECK GROUP
w xAs we saw in CF, Example 3.4 the existence of a torsion theory counter
equivalence between R-Mod and S-Mod does not provide a comparison of
the global dimensions of R and S. However, using an approach suggested
w xby the work of Fuller and Saorõn FS , we shall generalize a well-knownÂ
w xresult of Fossum, Griffith, and Reiten FGR on homological dimensions
A Xw xof rings of the form R s . In the general case we have
0 B
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that the bimodules V and V X induce a torsionR S S R
 .theory counter equi¨ alence. Let R s RrL and S s SrI, where L s Tr VR R
 X.and I s Tr V . ThenS S
l.gl.dim. R F l.gl.dim. R q l.gl.dim S q Pd V q 1. .  .R
 .An analogous inequality holds for finitistic global dimension if Pd V isR
finite.
  . < 4Proof. Suppose Sup Pd N N g E s n - `. If M g T and NSr ISr I R
 .s H M , then N g E , hence is an SrI-module, and since SrI g E and E
is closed under submodules and direct sums, N has an SrI-projective
resolution
0 ª P ª ??? ª P ª P ª N ª 0n 1 0 Sr I
with all images in E. Hence, since T is exact on short exact sequences in
 .  .  .  .E , and since each T P s V m P ( V m P g Add V , the appli-i S i Sr I i R
 .   ..cation of T to this exact sequence shows that Pd M s Pd T N F nR S
 .q Pd V . Thus we haveR
< <Sup Pd M M g T F Sup Pd N N g E q Pd V . 1 4 .  .  . 4 . Sr IR R Sr I R
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Since any left R-module M is an extension of a module in T by a module
 .in F, we obtain from 1 that
<l.gl.dim. R F max l.gl.dim SrI q Pd V , sup Pd M M g F . 2 4 4 .  .  .RR R
 .Let M g F. Then M is an R-module. Suppose Pd M s m. Since anyR
 .projective R-module has R-projective dimension at most Pd R , it followsR
 .  .  .that Pd M F m q Pd R . Thus, from 2 we obtain thatR R
l.gl.dim. R F max l.gl.dim. SrI q Pd V , l.gl.dim. R q Pd R . .  .  . 4R R
3 .
 .  .  .Recalling that Gen V s Pres V Theorem 1.1 , we see that there is an
exact sequence
??? ª V ª V ª L ª 01 0
with each V g Add V. Since V is finitely generated, and H is exact oni R
short exact sequences in T we obtain an exact sequence
d1 6
??? ª H V H V ª H L ª 0 .  .  .1 0
 .   . .   ..and each H V is SrI-projective H V ( SrI . If Pd H L s k theni Sr I
Q s ker d is SrI-projective, so since T is exact on short exact se-ky1
quences in E , we obtain an exact sequence
 .T d1 60 ª T Q ª TH V ª ??? ª TH V TH V ª TH L ª 0, .  .  .  .  .ky1 1 0
 .  .which is a resolution of TH L ( L by modules in Add V . Hence
 .  .Pd L F k q Pd V and we have provedR
Pd RrTr V F l.gl.dim. SrI q Pd V q 1. 4 .  .  . .R R R
 .  .Finally, the theorem follows from 3 and 4 .
If
A X 0 AR s and V s ,
0 B 0 0
 .then V is a projective quasi progenerator, A ( End V and B (R R
 . w x  .RrTr R . But we have shown in CF and shall soon again show , thatV
projective quasi progenerators arise in many other natural ways. Thus the
w xfollowing theorem properly generalizes FGR, Corollary 4.21 .
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As we have seen, if V is any projective quasi progenerator, then thereR
are various candidates for S such that V and V X induce a torsion theoryR S S R
counter equivalence. In each case we have
THEOREM 3.2. Let V be a projecti¨ e quasi progenerator. Let R sR
 .  .RrTr V and S s End V . ThenR R
max l.gl.dim. S, l.gl.dim. R F l.gl.dim. R F l.gl.dim. S q l.gl.dim. R q 1. 4
Analogous inequalities hold for finitistic global dimension.
Proof. First, since R is flat by Lemma 2.3, it follows that l.gl.dim.R
R F l.gl.dim. R. Second,
H : T ~ S-Mod : T
is a category equivalence and T preserves projectivity. Hence it is straight-
forward that l.gl.dim. S F l.gl.dim. R.
APPLICATIONS 3.3. Let L be a ring and let S denote the ideal of matrices
 .   .in CFM L with only finitely many non-zero rows. CFM L denotes theN N
ring of all column finite matrices with rows and columns indexed by the
.natural numbers N and ha¨ing coefficients in L.
 .1 If R s L I q S thenN
l.gl.diml L F l.gl.dim. R F 2l.gl.dim. L q 1.
 .2 Let L be a field and G a finite dimensional algebra represented asL
an algebra of n = n matrices o¨er L, and let D denote the set of block
diagonal matrices D g D of the form
 4D s diag G, G, G, . . . , G g G.
Then if R s D q S,
l.gl.dim. G F l.gl.dim. R F l.gl.dim. G q 1.
 .Proof. 1 Let f be the matrix unit f s e g R. If L F Rf and11
n
x s e x g L i i
is1
then
n
x s e e x g Tr Rf . i1 1 i L
is1
so Rf is self generating. But RfR s S, RrRfR ( L ( fRf.
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 .2 Here we let
n
f s e i i
is1
so Rf s [n Re is a direct sum of simple projectives, and so is a selfis1 i i
 .generating finitely generated projective. fRf ( M L and RrRfR ( G.n
If V is a tilting bimodule, then there is a canonical isomorphismR S
 .between the Grothendieck groups of noetherian modules in R-Mod and
 wS-Mod See B, Tilting Theorem, with modifications to the proof analogous
x.to that given below . We know of no examples to the contrary when VR S
and V X induce an arbitrary torsion theory counter equivalence. If V isS R R
 .projective see Theorem 2.6 , the isomorphism does pertain.
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose V and V X induce a torsion theory counterR S
equi¨ alence. If V and V X are projecti¨ e quasi progenerators, thenR S
Xw xC : M ¬ H M y H M .  .
 .  .defines an isomorphism from G R to G S .0 0
Proof. If M is a noetherian R-module then since
0 ª THM ª M ª T XH XM ª 0
is exact both THM s M and T XH XM s M are also noetherian. Since H:0 1
T ~ E : T and H X: F ~ S : T X are equivalences and T, E , F, and S are
 .  . X .closed under submodules, it follows that H M s H M and H M s0
X . X  X XH M are also noetherian. Then since H and H are exact V ( V1 R R r L
 . .m RrL is flat by two previous results C is well-defined. Similarly,R r L R
w x w X .x w  .x  .F: N ¬ T N y T N is a well-defined homomorphism from G S0
 .to G R . Since0
w x w X X x w X x w X x w xF(C M s T H M y TH M y T HM q THM .
w X X x w xs T H M q THM
w xs M
and, similarly, C(F s 1 the proof is complete.G S .0
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